Home Trust 2017 Public Accountability Statement

Our commitment to you

About Home Trust
Home Trust Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Home Capital Group Inc., a public company traded
on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol HCG. Home Trust is a federally regulated trust company
offering residential and non-residential mortgage lending, securitization of insured residential first mortgage
products, consumer lending and credit card services. In addition, Home Trust offers deposits via brokers
and financial planners, and through its direct to consumer deposit brand, Oaken Financial. Home Trust also
conducts business through its wholly owned subsidiary, Home Bank. Licensed to conduct business across
Canada, Home Trust has offices in Ontario, Alberta, British Columbia, Nova Scotia, Quebec and Manitoba.

MORTGAGE LENDING
Home Trust is one of Canada’s leading mortgage lenders, focusing on homeowners who typically do not
meet all the lending criteria of traditional financial institutions. By offering a range of mortgage products,
Home Trust is uniquely positioned to provide financial solutions to meet the needs of thousands of
Canadians. With a proprietary lending approach, comprehensive borrower profiling and flexible alternative
options, Home Trust is a one-stop shop for borrowers and mortgage brokers. Home Trust is also a provider of
commercial first mortgages to high-quality borrowers in selected markets across Canada.
CONSUMER LENDING
Home Trust’s Equityline Visa program brings the advantages to cardholders of accessing the equity they
have built in their homes together with the features and convenience of a Gold Visa card. The Company also
offers deposit-secured credit cards for individuals who wish to build or re-establish a positive credit history,
as well as unsecured cards under Home Trust’s brand name. Home Trust’s Retail Credit Services provides
installment financing for customers making purchases from established businesses.
DEPOSIT INVESTMENTS
Home Trust provides a broad range of deposit investment services through its extensive deposit broker
network. In addition, Home Trust’s direct-to-consumer brand, Oaken Financial, offers a suite of deposit
products and provides customers with a secure alternative to manage their savings independently. With
efficient, personal service and competitive rates, Home Trust and Oaken Financial offer a number of solutions
to meet the long term and short term needs of investors looking to diversify their portfolios.
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, YOUSRY BISSADA

Home Trust is committed to a journey
of improvement for our business, and for
the communities we support.

Home Trust is a leader in alternative financial services not only
by responding to the needs of individual customers, but also
by supporting the growth of the wider communities in which
those customers and our employees live. And that support takes
concrete form in our commitment to public accountability.
Building communities is in our DNA. We began business as a
specialized lender serving Canadians without a traditional credit
profile, and we continue to do so today. Home is committed
to conducting this important work responsibly, through
our embedded sustainable risk culture. We measure our
accountability in more than just our business operations; we also
evaluate it against our contributions to our communities, our
employees and the environment.
Our Values help guide every decision
that Home Trust employees make in their
day-to-day activities. They are:
• Protect our Home
• Un-complicate
• Win as a team
• Know your business
• Execute with excellence
• Amaze them everytime
• Act with urgency; choose wisely
• Say ‘yes’ first
• Be proud of our Home
• Work hard, play hard

Our Communities
The foundation of any community is social cohesion. We support
that foundation through our business. Our core strategy consists
of providing mortgages that allow underserved borrowers
to purchase homes which in turn widens the net of social
inclusion. In addition, we bolster that support by engaging in
the communities where we operate in substantial ways. One of
the most significant examples is our ongoing commitment to
Habitat for Humanity, an organization we contribute to every
year, both financially and through volunteering. Once again in
2017 we partnered with this iconic organization as donors and
volunteers building homes for families in need.
Our other community initiatives included fundraising and
volunteer support for Covenant House, an agency for homeless
youth in Toronto; contributing to Ronald McDonald House; and
lending a helping hand to Eva’s Initiatives, a youth charity aimed
at providing housing and skills to at-risk youth. More generally,
in 2017 we supported a variety of other causes, from our annual
winter clothing drive and our contributions to Toronto-area
hospitals, to the Tom Trenouth Charity Golf Tournament—an
event that we host every year, and that has helped raise $437,000
for the Canadian Mental Health Association since 2014.
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Our People

Building for the Future

In addition to supporting our communities we also

As a company, we aim to support our people by also

strengthen them by providing meaningful, fulfilling

supporting the causes they are passionate about. In

careers to our employees. Home Trust employees

2017, this included support for youth teams in hockey,

benefit from a workplace that fosters talent,

soccer, baseball, and cricket; sponsorship of numerous

encourages initiative and provides room for them to

fundraising events, from golf tournaments to Junior

grow. That growth is both professional and personal.

Achievement; and financial contributions to causes as

Our employees know that the work they do benefits

diverse as the March of Dimes and forest-fire relief in

our wider community and strengthens the social

Alberta and British Columbia. In 2017, Home exceeded

fabric that sustains them and their families. They

half a million dollars in contributions to worthwhile

also know that Home Trust supports their personal

causes, and as Home grows, we will do our part to help

charitable engagement through an explicit, company-

our communities grow with us.

wide commitment to corporate social responsibility.
Throughout 2017, Home Trust employees enjoyed the
support and encouragement of the Company and their
colleagues as they took part in philanthropic activities
in a wide range of functions: as organizers, contributors,

Yousry Bissada

volunteers, teachers, and participants in athletic

President and Chief Executive Officer

fundraising activities.
Our Environment
Home Trust has made environmental stewardship a
key pillar of our corporate social responsibility, which
is reflected in our internal processes and our external
initiatives. We regularly review our operations to ensure
they conform to environmental best practices. This
includes reducing our environmental footprint by
promoting recycling, lowering our energy consumption
wherever possible, and encouraging employees to “go
green” in the workplace and at home. These companywide undertakings are complemented by charitable
and volunteer activities for the environment. In 2017,
as in past years, we encouraged our employees in their
donation of time and effort to the Nature Conservancy
of Canada and the Bruce Trail Conservancy.
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BUILDING OUR COMMUNITIES

Our three pillars of
corporate responsibility

1

Building
our Communities

Our business model supports inclusion, which
differentiates Home from other financial institutions.
As an alternative lender, we deliver financial products
and services to people who have difficulty accessing
credit but who, as members of the community,
contribute to its growth: the self-employed,
immigrants embarking on a new future in a new
country, Canadians whose credit history is weak or
bruised. They help us build our society, and we help
them to do it.
The core of our business is mortgages, and we make
every effort to provide home financing to responsible,
reliable customers who don’t meet traditional lending
criteria. This requires specialized underwriting, which
involves mortgage applications being reviewed by our

Home Trust is in the business of providing
financial solutions for families: to buy homes,
to build their credit, and to safeguard their
investments. By doing so, we help provide the

professional and well-trained staff. The personalized
approach we take to mortgages is also evident in our
credit card products. We have designed our Secured
Visa and our Equityline Visa cards to the particular
circumstances of customers who we believe to be
responsible credit managers. The Secured Visa gives

foundation for strong communities in which

a helping hand to those who are trying to establish or

Canadians without traditional credit, or those

rebuild their credit history, while the Equityline Visa

new to the country, can thrive.

employs a home owner’s equity as collateral to help
them manage their finances. Our offering is further
enhanced by our Oaken-brand line of savings accounts
and GICs, which provide attractive rates and flexible
terms to all Canadians. Taken together, our suite of
products provides affordability, choice, and financial
stability to the individuals and families that are the
building blocks of our communities.
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Staying close to our customers

Investing for the long term

Our approach to financial services is not limited to the

We recognize that community building requires a

types of products we offer; it also includes the way in

sustained commitment. We meet that commitment by

which we deliver them. As a niche financial institution, we

regularly engaging in our communities on smaller, short-

offer a personalized service that is responsive to particular

term projects throughout the year and by funding larger,

needs. In recognition of the diversity of the Canadian

long-term projects that will pay dividends down the road.

population, for example, we have striven to match our

We also know that healthy communities need support in

language resources to the requirements of our customers.

a variety of ways, so we make a conscious effort to direct

Our employees are drawn from a variety of cultural
backgrounds, and we are proud to be able to assist
customers and support them in different languages.
Our embrace of diversity is only one aspect, however,
of our policy of making our products and services
accessible to all. Mindful of the challenges faced by
people with disabilities, we also make every effort
to reduce the barriers for customers who want to
engage with us. All our locations, including our Oaken

our energies to multiple philanthropic areas.
In the area of healthcare, for example, the causes we
supported in 2017 were numerous: Geneva Centre for
Autism, the Hospital for Sick Children, Princess Margaret
Cancer Centre, the Heart and Stroke Foundation,
Epilepsy Toronto, the Hearing Foundation, CIBC Run
for the Cure, Sunnybrook Hospital, and many more. We
also gave our backing to numerous charities related to

stores in Calgary and Toronto, are mobility-assisted,

housing, shelter and social assistance, ranging from

and in Calgary we offer at-home visits by Home Trust

our Winter Clothing Drive and Holiday Angel Program,

representatives. To this kind of personalized service we

to Youth Without Shelter, Habitat for Humanity and

have also added a robust online banking function for our

our ever-popular Guts + Glory Corporate Challenge in

Oaken customers. We continually update its features,

support of Covenant House.

with the goal of enhancing access to high-quality
financial service for all Canadians.

Home Trust also sponsors ongoing events and
initiatives that strengthen our social fabric, such as the
Debbie Simon Award for Excellence in Human Resources
at George Brown College, which we established in
2012; the Home Capital Scholarship in Honour of
John J. Ruffo at the University of Toronto’s Rotman
School of Management; and the Hammer Band gala
that raises funds for at-risk youth who want to cultivate
a love and talent for music. In addition, we sponsor and
support numerous junior athletic teams, international
charities, initiatives in financial literacy, and many other
community causes that attract the time and effort of
volunteers from among our staff.
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SUPPORTING OUR PEOPLE

2

Supporting
our People

We make diversity, openness, and respect the
keystones of our workplace. Home Trust employees
know that they are valued and have the full support
of management in developing their talents.
Specifically, we foster personal and professional
growth to motivate personnel to give their best. We
know from our results that we are successful in that
goal, and we have put measures in place to keep it
at the heart of our corporate culture. An example
of this is our New People Managers Onboarding
Program, which ensures that personnel who have
stepped into a management role for the first time
are supported as they embark on their new journey.
We reward employees with a competitive package
of salary and benefits, which in turn contributes

Our ability to meet our public commitments—
both as a business and a responsible corporate

to the economic health of our communities. In
addition, staff who refer successful candidates for a
position at Home Trust receive a reward of $1,000

citizen—depends on the quality of our staff.

per referral. Staff are also able and encouraged

To our great satisfaction, we have outstanding

to participate in our SPARK program, a peer-to-

employees that succeed year after year in
achieving an ambitious agenda in business
and philanthropy. Their dedication is what

peer online social recognition platform. SPARK
allows employees to shine a spotlight on the
achievements, contributions and successes of their
peers, thereby creating a positive work environment
that enhances morale. We also regularly solicit

allows us to contribute as much as we do to our

employee feedback to promote an ongoing dialogue

communities.

about issues in our workplace, business and
industry. These activities supplement our quarterly
town halls and related company events that also
promote open communication and teamwork
across our organization.
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Community in the workplace
At Home Trust we know that productivity and a sense of
accomplishment go hand-in-hand with good personal
relations and camaraderie. To achieve that, we promote
opportunities for staff to share in non-work activities
that allow them to get to know each other in a different
context. The spearhead for this initiative is the Home
Trust Social Committee, which organizes events in
the office around major holidays and our own social
calendar, as well as providing opportunities for the
Home Trust team to enjoy discounted events and
attractions outside the workplace.
We further promote the welfare of our employees by
supporting their physical wellbeing and that of their
families. Home Trust supports athletic teams and
events that involve our employees or their families,
and sponsors high-profile fundraising activities with
a fitness component, such as the World Wildlife Fund
Canada CN Tower Climb and the Pure Protein Night
Race. In addition, our commitment to families extends
even further. To help Home Trust employees realize the
dream of higher education for their children, we have
established an active bursary program that assists them
in shouldering the costs of enrolment in postsecondary
institutions. Over the years this program has assisted
hundreds of employees and their families, and it remains
a highly popular element in our overall benefits package.
Together with our summer internship program, which
provides employment to students and enhances their
career prospects, the bursary program demonstrates
our commitment to the success of future generations.
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Finally, we recognize the importance to our employees
of feeling connected to their communities. Every year
they engage by the hundreds in volunteer activities and
fundraising events that give back to others, and the
breadth of their involvement has long been a source
of pride to Home Trust. We have always encouraged
this high level of volunteerism through sponsorships
and work accommodations that encourage their
involvement. In 2017, however, we took our commitment
to a higher level by instituting a formal human resources
policy that grants every employee one paid volunteer
day per year. We are confident that by formalizing our
support we will generate an even greater degree of
volunteerism and social commitment among our staff in
connecting with the wider community.

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

3

Protecting the
Environment

Respect for the environment is a critical
component of long-term sustainability—
for families, communities, and businesses.
As a company that is deeply embedded in the
communities we serve, and whose success
is very closely tied up with their capacity to
grow and thrive, we embrace environmental
responsibility as central to our mission.
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Environmental stewardship at Home Trust begins in

Clean-up Day, an initiative of the City of Toronto that

the workplace. Throughout the year we evaluate the

is Canada’s largest spring cleanup program. Home

way we work, looking for ways that we can reduce

Trust volunteers also gave their time and effort in 2017

our environmental footprint and promote a culture of

to helping to clean up part of the Oak Ridges Moraine

sustainability. We have long embraced green practices

under the leadership of the Nature Conservancy of

in our offices, encouraging staff to minimize waste and

Canada, as well as restoring ecosystems along the

recycle wherever possible – including in our kitchens,

Niagara Escarpment in conjunction with the Bruce Trail

where we actively promote diversion of organic waste

Conservancy. We also supported Tree Canada’s National

away from garbage disposal. One of the most significant

Greening Program at a corporate level by donating one

and highly visible impacts of our operations is in

tree for every person employed by the company. This

the use of paper, where we again strive for constant

worthwhile initiative has a positive impact across the

improvement. The increasing digitization of work offers

country, through reforestation of natural areas and the

considerable promise in reducing paper consumption,

improvement of urban settlements.

and we make active efforts to help that process along.
We encourage the reduction of paper in our operations
and processes, promote recycling and shredding of
paper, and purchase Forest Stewardship Councilcertified paper products for use throughout Home
Trust. In addition, wherever possible we donate used
office equipment for reuse or resale. This has the double
benefit of extending the life of useful products and
reducing electronic waste in landfills.
Our internal efforts at promoting sound environmental
policy are paralleled by our external initiatives and
practices. In our underwriting business we require
comprehensive environmental assessments on large
commercial mortgages. This policy is in place to
mitigate both financial and environmental risks, and
we will not fund any project or property that does not
meet our environmental criteria or include a plan to
reduce environmental risk. We also support volunteer
participation in external events dedicated to raising
environmental awareness and taking action. Over the
past several years, Home Trust employees have proudly
participated in Earth Day through Toronto Corporate
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2017 INITIATIVES

Pure Protein Night Race

2017 Initiatives

Home Trust employees in Vancouver joined thousands
across Canada in lighting up the night for the Starlight
Children’s Foundation. The Foundation supports
children with serious illnesses while in hospital or
recovery, and the Night Race invites teams to raise
funds by running through beautiful Stanley Park at
sundown equipped with headlights. Our participants
were proud to light up the lives of others.

Our commitment to corporate social responsibility
manifests itself in our donations to multiple causes
at the corporate level, and our engagement in
volunteer and fundraising activities at the employee
level. Home Trust’s financial contributions during
2017 totaled more than $522,000 and helped over
70 charitable organizations and 17 amateur sports
teams and clubs; our volunteer engagement involved
over 200 employees in many diverse initiatives.
A representative sample of events and causes we
supported is provided below.

Tom Trenouth Charity Golf Tournament
Named for a former colleague and friend, the Tom
Trenouth Charity Golf Classic marked its fifth year in
September 2017. Home Trust was proud once again to
play host to a dedicated group of golfers and friends, as
well as Tom’s family, in raising a total of $122,000 for

Scotiabank Toronto Waterfront Marathon

the Canadian Mental Health Association. Our ongoing

Twenty-six enthusiastic Home Trust employees put on

commitment to this cause helps people in need access

their running shoes in October to pound the pavement

community-based resources that assist in recovering

and raise funds for the fight against cancer. Runners

from mental illness.

could choose from a full and half marathon, as well

$122,000

as a 5K run or walk. In addition to fundraising, their

raised
for CMHA

participation contributed to what has become a festive
occasion for the city.
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Holiday Angels
In December, Home Trust celebrated the holiday
season in the spirit of giving by providing assistance to
a family of five who arrived in Canada from Iran in April.
Five of our employees pitched in to shop for the family
and make their first winter in Canada a warm one.

Winter Clothing Drive
Employees helped the less fortunate through our
Canadian winter, as we have in the past, by organizing
a clothing drive. We collected 120 pounds of new
or gently used clothing by putting out the word
and encouraging others to scour their closets. The
donations were given to New Circles, an organization
that helps clothe people and provides valuable job and
skills training in the community.

Guts + Glory
In February 2017 Home Trust once again threw
down the gauntlet to the corporate world by hosting

Soup Sisters and Broth Brothers
In support of Soup Sisters and Broth Brothers, a
charity dedicated to helping women, youth, and
children in crisis, Home Trust volunteers dedicated a
day to helping prepare delicious, healthy soup. Their
contribution built on a similar one last year, and the
results of their efforts were once again distributed to
various shelters for homeless youth.

the Covenant House Guts + Glory Team Obstacle
Challenge. Our own employees competed with gusto,
and we drew in a host of corporate teams from across
Toronto for the event at the old Maple Leaf Gardens.
More importantly, at the end of the night the Challenge
had raised more than $525,000 for homeless youth.

“The overall event was great and
challenged us individually and also
empowered a group of strangers
to work as a team. It was great for
teambuilding and for giving back to
such a worthy cause.”
Host a Home for Dinner
In May, 14 Home Trust volunteers prepared, cooked,
and served meals for families staying at Ronald
McDonald House. Located in downtown Toronto,
the House plays host to families whose children are
seriously ill and undergoing medical treatment in
nearby hospitals.
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2017 INITIATIVES

Habitat for Humanity

Daily Bread Food Bank

April brought out 18 of our Home Trust staff who

Our Compliance and Internal Audit teams continued

donned their hard hats and work boots on behalf of

their annual tradition of supporting a favourite cause by

Habitat for Humanity. Their work in helping to build

lending a helping hand to the Daily Bread Food Bank.

affordable homes is a valuable contribution to breaking

Families in need benefit from the Food Bank by accessing

the cycle of poverty, and dovetails perfectly with our

non-perishable grocery items donated by the public.

commitment to serving the underserved.

The Home Trust team of volunteers gave their time and
energy to help sort and pack food that helps members of
the public going through a difficult time.

Nature Conservancy
Protecting the natural habitat is an important part of our
environmental commitment, and we teamed up with the
Nature Conservancy of Canada to do that once again in
2017. In September, employees volunteered for a day of
clean up on the Oak Ridges Moraine, a home to sensitive
ecosystems whose preservation benefits wild and at-risk
species, as well as all Canadians. Home Trust underlined
their efforts with a donation to the Conservancy that will
help it continue its valuable work.
Junior Achievement
As an organization that encourages young people who are
interested in careers in business, Junior Achievement is a
perfect match for Home Trust. We are happy to deploy our
expertise in financial services to help Junior Achievement
participants understand business basics, and once
again this year we did just that. On May 1, 22 Home Trust
volunteers taught a seminar on money management,
internet security, and investing in support of financial
literacy. We were also the Student Networking Sponsor
of the 29th annual Governors Dinner in November.

“I really enjoyed this experience. I am
happy that I was able to teach children
about being smart with their money. It is
important that at a young age, we begin
to plant seeds in these kids and though
it was only one day, I know that they
will think back and reflect on what they
learned at this event.”

Sick Kids Icewave Volleyball Challenge
Our employees are always up for a challenge, so they
were more than ready to take on the competition at
Icewave 2017, Toronto’s largest indoor beach volleyball
tournament and corporate fundraiser. Their cause was
cancer treatment at the Hospital for Sick Children, one of
the leading hospitals in the world for children, and the
Home Trust team of seven set, bumped, and spiked
their way to $1,500 in sponsored donations.

$1,500

in sponsored
donations
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In the Woods with Bruce Trail Conservancy

Shelter Nova Scotia

The Bruce Trail is Canada’s oldest marked footpath

Dedicated to helping those who need a hand up, Shelter

and provides access to the Niagara Escarpment, a

Nova Scotia provides housing to homeless people and

UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve. To help preserve

individuals who have been discharged from correctional

its ecosystems, 23 Home Trust volunteers gave their

facilities, as well as those who are transitioning from

time to the Bruce Trail Conservancy, removing invasive

shelters to community living. Our Halifax office

species and thereby strengthening the habitat that

contributed to the organization’s efforts by raising funds

supports the Escarpment’s wildlife.

and topping them up with its own donation.

“This was a well planned, well
executed and overall amazing event.
I’m already looking forward to going
again next year.”

Terry Fox Run
Our Winnipeg office has made itself a big part of the
Terry Fox Run, which raises funds for cancer research
through sponsored runs around the world. Home Trust
employees in Winnipeg supported the Run in 2017 as

Covenant House
As the largest homeless youth agency in Canada,

organizers and participants, helping to manage an event
that attracted 1,500 people to the city’s Assiniboine Park.

Covenant House represents a mission that Home Trust
embraces fully. We do so not only through our flagship
Guts + Glory Challenge, but also through the agency’s
Support the House for a Day—an entire day in which
our employee volunteers assist with serving lunch and
dinner to the resident youth, and organize the clothing
and food banks. As in previous years, we topped up their
efforts with a donation in 2017.

St. Amant Foundation
The St. Amant Foundation enhances the lives of
children and adults in Manitoba with developmental
disabilities. Based in Winnipeg, the Foundation
conducts fundraising events throughout the year, and in
December employees from Home Trust gave their time
to help raise $19,500 from the St. Amant Gift Wrap and
Coat Check at the St. Vital Shopping Centre.

Tree Canada
Home Trust has made its support of the National
Greening Program of Tree Canada a priority for several
years now. In 2017 we again made a significant
donation to the Program, which promotes the greening
of our urban spaces, as well as reforestation and
wildlife habitats.
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Branches

Vancouver

Calgary
Winnipeg
Halifax

Montreal

Affiliates

Toronto

This Public Accountability Statement includes information on
Home Trust Company and its wholly owned subsidiary, Home Bank,
and is available in print and online at www.hometrust.ca.

Full-time Permanent
Employees

Tax Expense in 20171
Province

Province
Ontario
British Columbia

Ontario
634

$

British Columbia

6,987,143
409,163

13

Alberta

333,315

Alberta

7

Quebec

636,935

Quebec

5

Nova Scotia

835,803

Nova Scotia

7

Manitoba

Manitoba

3

Provincial taxes

$

9,295,371

Federal taxes

$

10,678,253

Total Capital and Income Taxes

$

19,973,624

Other Taxes2

$

13,819,419

Total Tax Expense

$

33,793,043

Total

669

Part-time Employees
Ontario

20

93,012

1

Tax expenses in 2017 represent taxes paid and payable with respect to the year
ended December 31, 2017.

2

Other taxes include payroll taxes and goods and services sales taxes.
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Total Canadian Business Financing
Authorized and advanced during the year ended December 31, 2017

$100,000–$249,999

$25,000–$99,999*
Province

Advanced Amount

Clients

Advanced Amount

Clients

$250,000–$499,999
Advanced Amount

Clients

Alberta

$

0

0

$

565,952

3

$

2,641,803

7

British Columbia

$

79,026

1

$

454,372

2

$

429,602

1

Manitoba

$

0

0

$

0

0

$

0

0

Ontario

$

7,948,342

125

$

20,473,875

126

$

50,896,692

136

Quebec

$

0

0

$

590,650

3

$

1,265,000

4

Other

$

0

0

$

0

0

$

826,796

2

Total

$

8,027,368

126

$

22,084,849

134

$

56,059,893

150

$500,000–$999,999
Province

Advanced Amount

Clients

$1,000,000–$4,999,999
Advanced Amount

Clients

>= $5,000,000
Advanced Amount

Clients

Alberta

$

1,636,931

3

$

6,508,812

3

$

0

0

British Columbia

$

2,909,864

4

$

22,889,698

9

$

105,995,599

9

Manitoba

$

0

0

$

2,663,750

1

$

0

0

Ontario

$ 63,476,962

91

$

276,713,723

129

$

659,812,640

37

Quebec

$

2,604,087

3

$

47,525,255

22

$

73,388,888

10

Other

$

1,622,441

2

$

16,096,824

8

$

8,240,610

1

Total

$ 72,250,285

103

$

372,398,062

172

$

847,437,737

57

Total Exposure
Province

Advanced Amount

Clients

The ‘Other’ Province Category

Alberta

$

11,353,498

16

British Columbia

$

132,758,161

26

Manitoba

$

2,663,750

1

Ontario

$ 1,079,322,234

644

Quebec

$

125,373,880

42

Nova Scotia

Other

$

26,786,671

13

Nunavut

Total

$ 1,378,258,194

742

includes the following:
New Brunswick
Newfoundland and Labrador
Northwest Territories

Prince Edward Island
Saskatchewan

* Home Trust did not issue debt financing between $0 and $24,999 to firms in Canada during the period under review.
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Directory
Home Trust Company Branches

Oaken Financial Stores

Toronto

Toronto

145 King Street West

145 King Street West

Suite 2300

Concourse Level

Toronto, Ontario

Toronto, Ontario

M5H 1J8

M5H 1J8

Calgary

Calgary

517 – 10th Avenue SW

517 – 10th Avenue SW

Calgary, Alberta

Calgary, Alberta

T2R 0A8

T2R 0A8

Vancouver

Tel: 1-855-OAKEN-22 (625-3622)

200 Granville Street

Email: service@oaken.com

Suite 1288
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6C 1S4
Halifax
1949 Upper Water Street
Suite 101
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 3N3
Montreal
2020 Boul. Robert-Bourassa
Suite 2420
Montreal, Quebec
H3A 2A5
Winnipeg
201 Portage Avenue
Suite 830
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 3K6
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